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   This month’s Edithare and her disappointed friend!  
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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and we are the directors.  Jul 2016  Spicy Bear Aug 2016 Checkpoint Sep 2016 Chimp Oct 2016 Constant Suction We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.  
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 The CH3 2015 Christmas Party Half-Marathon and liver endurance event !! Hares: The Joint Masters Date: 13 December A to B run starting at the Reality Checkpoint on Parkers Piece and ending at the Queen Edith Sunday the 13th of December dawned crisp and sunny. There was a fresh blanket of snow across the land and in the distance, I could hear sleigh bells. Who am I kidding, it was overcast and rainy and Doggy’s alarm kept going off!! The hash was not the first goal of the morning and I had my sights set firmly on the Santa Run at the Grafton. Doggy couldn’t be bothered so I parked one of the cars in Ely and took the train into town. I was shocked to see another American on the train, who would have thought that Shiner Cock had the mental capacity to purchase a train ticket. At least I had someone to talk about hand guns with for the 20 minute duration. We arrived at the Grafton and got checked in and suited up. Seeing 300 people running around Mid Summer’s Common wearing Santa suits is a site to behold. The only thing the run was missing was several drinks stops. Some of the faithful participating in the r@n were: your aforementioned heroes, Bedsores, Blowback, Jetstream (he short cutted the r@n), Baby Shame (minus Diesel),  Ettles, Haven’t Got One, Check Her Out complete with mini me and Slaphead who kept trying to sell Elf and Safety hats to civilians. Good deed for the day done, now on to the hash. At the Reality Checkpoint, we found a throng of hashers. What we did not find was a hare or a promised baggage car. Hmmm off to a good start. 1100 came and went, Bedsores went through the ritual and we all continued to stare at each other. Hmmmm, not good. Hold it for Me did manage to grace us with his presence (presents) and eventually we got the pack moving. The walkers were pointed in one direction and the r@nners were pointed in another direction completely the wrong way. Now I must confess my fellow hashers that I knew where the first drinks stop was and I still followed the r@nners in the exact opposite direction. It only takes half a mind I guess. The trail was laid in red micro dots and red chalk which was convenient because the pavement was wet. Eventually we found some semblance of trail and the first drinks stop. Spicy and Forest were serving some fizzy concoction and sweets under a tree near the Mill Public House. We drank them dry as soon as possible and then headed back out to try to find the trail. We followed the Cam down toward Fen Causeway and passed under the road. We ran through the recreation grounds and crossed the bridge. We found Bedsores and Computer waiting for us with the second drinks stop at the corner of Brooklands and Trumpington. The whiskey and chocolates tasted good! The next bit of the trail actually surprised me, HIFM actually found a footpath that was nothing but mud and we trundled down it and the miles started to add up. After what seemed like miles, we discovered B@stard, It’l Come Off and One for His Knob patiently waiting for us right next to Longroad. They had been there for the better part of an hour. The Hash devoured the Port and Stilton in record time and once again labored on in search of damnation. Damnation was found after another long leg in the form of Slaphead who had mulled wine for us. He was holed up in a green that I was not familiar with. The only good thing about the fourth drinks stop was that it was close to the Queen Edith where the half marathon ended and we all went for a piss. As you can imagine, after four drinks stops, we were merry and we only continued to get merrier and merrier on Milton Beer and other assorted adult beverages. The circle was held right outside of the pub in the drizzle. This didn’t dampen our spirits one bit though. One of the joys of running the circle is that I did not bother to record the down downs. We had several visitors from Monday night. Between Fit But Dim and Doggy, we went through many pints as the guilty were punished. It was well after 1430 before we returned into the pub for lunch. With 
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that formality dispersed, the entertainment kicked into high gear. The OnIon Band was up first and I don’t like to admit this publicly, but they sounded pretty good! They ran through a couple of songs and even a few I had not heard them sing before. Maybe that sounded so good because Taxi was drumming on a cardboard box and a plastic bucket, maybe B@stards singing lessons are finally starting to show, maybe it had something to do with four drinks stops? I don’t think this mystery will ever be solved. Shamcock did a great job as MC and kept the acts moving in a timely manner and El Rave did a great job getting people for the entertainment. Doggy and I did a sing along to our new favorite song, The Chicken Song! After us, Wrong Hole took to the stage and serenaded us with some very entertaining hash standards. What happened next, I have no idea. An afternoon of excessive partying coupled with the fact that Doggy was driving meant I had to go home. I would like to thank the Joint Masters for organizing a wonderful half marathon, all the folks for providing drinks stops which made the half marathon bearable and the staff at the Queen Edith for hosting us for the afternoon.  All the best and CH3ers to the new year! Daffidildo Spell it right Jetstream!!!  

 Run No: 1934 
Date: 25-Oct-2015 Venue: Black Bar Brewery, Harston, Button End Ind. Hares:  Blowback & Jetstream Scribe: Beerstop 
 
We gathered at the Black Bar Brewery in Harston, our first visit, I believe. Paparazzi arrived wearing Devil’s Ears and a cloak and announced “I'll dress up later”. The run started with a 
dash into a major shiggy of nettles, barbed wire, hats flying off into the bushes and Unmentionable saying “they’re calling on in every direction!” The beautiful woods made an excellent start except for the f**ing wire. I was the only one who ran into a long loose strand 
of barbed wire but it hurt so much I let a lot of people know. After mopping up most of the blood I came across a big pileup. Someone had placed a stepladder in the way and 
practically the whole hash decided to climb up it and then down the other side.   
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Dear Beerstop Just a reminder, you kindly volunteered to do the run write up for Run 1934, Black Bar Brewery, Harston, Button End Ind. You can click on this link for a template :- http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/Resource/wrtup_Templates/Runwrtup1934.docx  Oh, Ted has just sent me an email reminding me to do this write up. OK Ted, when I have 
finished the run I shall do it.  

  So I decided to find an alternate way around the ladder and encountered Three Swallows on 
her fourth or fifth with a glass in her hand, Duncan Disorderly in a bizarre costume and a masked man running around with Pedro’s legs attached. We stumbled on, by now highly 
scattered but luckily a massive turn back followed and much of the pack got back together again. Funny how that happens. We emerged eventually in Haslingfield and then went back into some woods where there was a “Chocolate Check Point”. Quite appropriatley there were 
unsupervised kids there handing out chocolates to adults in strange costumes. Oh yes its the 25th October and some of the hashers think it’s Halloween.  Dear Beerstop Just a reminder, you kindly volunteered to do the run write up for Run 1934, Black Bar Brewery, Harston, Button End Ind.  Alright Ted, I won’t forget.  
Leaving the woods and running uphill we had a spectacular view of Addenbrooke’s Hospital. 
Then Shiggy Two Shoes, Deep Shit and Daffidildo had a nice lie down in the grass at a turn back whilst Wimp and Keep It Clean carried on running with great enthusiasm. 
 At some stage I found myself running with a visitor from Edmonton who claims to have run with us on Run No 2 or 3, years ago (back in 1978). 
 After a while I decided to run back to see what was happening with the walkers. Imelda and 
Control Freak were happily strolling along but I thought I ought to get some feedback from them. Imelda turned and looked at me and started a big moan about some aspect of the trail and promptly fell down a large hole almost up to her chin. I was speechless and helpless 
with laughter but luckily Debonaire and Oh La La and about 20 other walkers were on hand to rescue her. I am sorry Imelda, really, although it didn’t seem like it at the time. 
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                                                          Having read the signpost Double Tops sets off for the on-inn and the pub.  Back at the Brewery we found ouselves surrounded by bicycles, Crabbo and barrels 
scattered everywhere. But there was an abundance of fine ale served up by Joe the Brewer and his buddies. What the lager louts and winos did I have no idea. 
 Dear Beerstop Just a reminder, you kindly volunteered to do the run write up for R….come off it Ted this is the third message and we have only just got back to the brewery….  Down Downs Visitors: Peaks Too Soon & Doctor Dolittle 
Returnees: Charlie's Awesome Liquor, Generator, Check Her Out, Rear Admiral & Constant Suction  
Virgins inclucluded lots of kids (about 11 of them) Hasn't Got One got a presentation for 300 runs 
Joe the Brewer for being Joe the Brewer Crabbo for his birthday  
Hope it won’t be our last visit to this excellent micro brewery. On-on 
Beerstop (now will you shut up Ted….Ted who said Ted…)    

 

Health 
Ale is good, make no bones about it  

 11:22 08 February 2010 by Andy Coghlan   For similar stories, visit the Food and Drink and Drugs and Alcohol Topic Guides  
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A beer a day could keep brittle bones at bay. That's because beer is rich in silicon, an 
element that has been linked to bone health. But what type of beer should you 
drink? 
Previous studies have shown that silicon can aid bone growth, and that moderate 
beer drinking is linked to increased bone density. Now Charles Bamforth and Troy 
Casey at the University of California, Davis, have discovered how much silicon each 
type of beer contains. 
They analysed 100 beers from around the world and found that the brews contained 
between 6.4 and 56 milligrams of silicon per litre, with an average of 29 milligrams 
per litre. Looking at the silicon levels in beer's ingredients, they found that most of it 
comes from the husks of malted barley. 
The pair found that lighter-coloured beers made from pale malted barley and hops, 
such as pale ales, are richest in silicon, while low-alcohol beers contain the least, 
along with stouts, porters and wheat beers. 
Beer versus wine 
Jonathan Powell at the UK Medical Research Council's Human Nutrition Research 
Unit in Cambridge says that the results confirm previous work by his group showing 
that beer is a good source of bioavailable silicon, and that it improves bone mineral 
density in a way not seen with wine or spirits. 
In 2004, his team reported that moderate beer drinkers had better bone density 
than non-drinkers, although excessive consumers had the worst bone mineral 
density of all (Journal of Bone and Mineral Research, DOI: 10.1359/JBMR.0301225). 
However, Catherine Collins, a dietician at St George's Healthcare National Health 
Service Trust in London, says that while the silicon from beer is useful for bone 
density, calcium found in foods such as dairy products does more to prevent 
osteoporosis. 
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Comments 1 | 2  
Eat Barley Instead 
Mon Feb 08 15:20:01 GMT 2010 by Kris Wragg 
http://www.kriswragg.co.uk 

"Looking at the silicon levels in beer's ingredients, they found that most of it comes from the husks of malted 
barley." 
 
So surely the healthier option would to just include barley in your diet? 
 
Another pointless research project! 

Eat Barley Instead 
Mon Feb 08 16:54:06 GMT 2010 by Michael 
 

Where is the fun in THAT ? 

Eat Barley Instead 
Mon Feb 08 18:45:02 GMT 2010 by Joker 
 

Yes, but, ale drinkers are so boring, middle England and fuddy duddy! 
 
Better off doing some Morris dancing or light exercise. 

Beer Or Cheese? 
Mon Feb 08 15:21:28 GMT 2010 by Adam Aguiar 
 

I think we should make a combination of pale ale and Brie cheese a national health requirement!!! 

Dary I Doubt 
Mon Feb 08 18:32:23 GMT 2010 by William 
http://awesomeargos.com 

It maybe that calcium found in foods such as dairy products would do more to prevent osteoporosis. But 
research has reveled that the nasty vitamin A palmitate prevalent as an additive in most dairy in the US 
more than cancels the good effects of calcium, in fact it causes the bones to become brittle.How many (more) 
decades before the USDA does its pretended job and forces the change to a better form of A I wonder? 

 



RUN No: 1937 
The Black Bull Brampton 
Hares: Vajazzled & 
DoggyStyle  
Scribe: Kermit 

THE TOO MANNY YANKS RUN 

 

 

Kermit  
you’re the 

scribe 

Bollocks I need 
to pee 

Checks 
checkbacks 

strange fish sign 

Turnbacks 
arrows 

Times are hard 
I wonder if 
he will hold 

it for me 
again 

Oh no he’s 
gaining on me 



  

  

  

I wonder if he will 
hold it for me  Not that old thing 

again 

No it’s not 
anyone can hold 

it for me 

Come on Kermit I 
know a short cut 
to the beer stop  

Here’s 
Jetstream and 
Kermit lets go  

I need 
to pee 

OOPS too 
late 

Auto Nag 

 Auto nag           
Auto nag              
Auto nag 

AUTO NAG    
AUTO NAG 

AUTO NAG  
AUTO NAG  
AUTO NAG 

Manual nag nag 
nag nag nag nag 
nag nag nag nag 

nag 

Auto nag 
Auto nag 



The Cambridge Hash is reaching its milestone 2000th run 
Get ready to celebrate! We have secured the Great Hall at Girton College on Saturday, Jan. 28th 2017 
for a Black Tie Event.  The ceremony will begin with pre-dinner drinks in the exclusive Fellow’s Room at 
6pm.  We will proceed to the Great Hall for a three course dinner followed by entertainment and music.  
 

 
  
We are currently working on the price of the event. Be sure, it will be heavily subsidized! 
Girton College in North Cambridge is easily accessible from the A14 and other major routes. It has 
plentiful free car parking and you’ll be able to leave your car parked overnight. There are several hotels 
and B&B nearby. The Premier Inn Cambridge North Girton is in walking distance.  
The 2000th run will be held on Sunday, Jan. 29th 2017 at the usual time of 11am. 
Our hares Blowback and Jetstream have promised to lay a fantastic trail. Mark your calendars today!  
 
A little hash history: the first run of CH3 took place at the Hoops in Barton on 1 October 1978. There has 
been a hash every Sunday since then. 13 hashers showed up for the inaugural run and it has grown 
tremendously over the years.  Thank you for your support and raise a glass to another 2000 runs! 
Doggy Style 
  



 
ROTT 2016 

The Really Over The Top is all set for September 16th to 18th 2016 
For more details and registration go to:- 
 http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2016/ 
For more details and registration go to:- 
 http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2016/ 
 

Something is Hashing in the state of Denmark 
Come and hash with Hamlet at the 5th Danish Nash Hash! 
Copenhagen Viking Wankers are taking over a hostel in 
the town of Helsingør (Elsinore) on 8th, 9th and 10th July, 
2016. 
Easy to get to from Copenhagen we are a stone’s throw 
from Hamlet’s Castle (Kronborg Slot) and a short ferry ride 
across the Øresund to Sweden.  We can promise great 
local beer (not Carlsberg), great countryside, great runs, great food and great fun.  What more do you 
need? 
Full details, information and registration form are available at www.nashhash.dk 
 



Run No: 1950 
Date: 14-Feb-2016 
Venue: Crown Hotel, Downham Market 
Hares:  Fit but Dim &  
Scribe: Haven`t Got One 

Downham Market sometimes simply referred to as Downham is a market town and civil parish in Norfolk, England. It lies 
on the edge of the Fens, on the River Great Ouse, some 11 miles south of King's Lynn, 39 miles west of Norwich and 30 
miles north of Cambridge.  
The civil parish has an area of 5.2 km² and in the 2011 census had a population of 9,994 in 4,637 households. For the 
purposes of local government, the parish falls within the district of King's Lynn and West Norfolk. It is part of South West 
Norfolk parliamentary constituency. 
It was an agricultural centre, developing as a market for the produce of the Fens with a bridge across the Ouse. During 
the Middle Ages, it was famed for its butter market and also hosted a notable horse fair. The market is now held Fridays 
and Saturdays on the town hall car park. 
Notable buildings in the town include its mediaeval parish church, dedicated to St Edmund, and Victorian clock tower, 
constructed in 1878. The town is also known as the place where Charles I hid after the Battle of Naseby. In 2004 the town 
completed a regeneration project on the Market Place, moving the market to the town hall car park. The decorative town 
sign depicts the crown and arrows of St Edmund with horses to show the importance of the horse fairs in the town's 
history.  
More Downahm information than you can possibly be interested in can be found on Wikipedia.  
Upon arrival at 11am sat nav took up past the station where we saw that FBD and family were on hand to welcome 
everybody. Having not read any of the information on the webshite I instantly hoped for an A-B run and asked Czech Her 
Out for spare change to pay for the train.  
Thanks to FBD for bringing the HASH to his home town especially as he had just been on assignment protecting our 
underpaid drug dealers from the evil tax man. Apparently all his covert team got busted; guess that’s what you get when 
you send a bunch of white men in Armani suits who speak in to their cufflinks into the centre of Birmingham. Try wearing 
a track suit and having a bath in curry next time! I think we saw most of the estates in Downham as we meandered 
around the periphery, the hare was always tempting us with the prospect of countryside just around the bend or at the 
end of a turn back. Strap-on was so keen to get out of the town that he forgot the hares advice… that the trail did not 
cross the A10.  
En trail we were accosted by a resident of Downham with stiff broom in hand. Said resident was furiously sweeping away 
a check point and furiously informed FBD that she had called the police to alert them of this witchcraft symbol that had 
mysteriously appeared. Apparently she was wary of gipsies marking her property for unsaid unspeakable acts of 
gypsyness. Being the upstanding chap that he is FBD had already contacted the police before laying the trail to pre warn 
them, but the message had not been received, were the boys in blue on their way…did they give a sh!it..? We did not wait 
around long enough to find out. The trail was livened up by the drinks stop, FBD and family laid on a lovely spread at their 
place, copious hot sausage rolls, various sweets and as much alcopops as you could possibly stomach. For the non-
teenagers amongst us beer was also available. Following the beer stop we were able to stretch our legs again through 
fields (hooray) and muddy footpaths (hooray) before heading back to the pub. The Crown turned out to be very pleasant 
and even had some free nibbles available. Once the pack had descended these were soon hovered up in no time. The 
beer served was very drinkable and the circle was held in the shaded alleyway next door. Said alley was so narrow that 
the circle was more like an oval and so shaded that the weak sunlight could not penetrate. Unfortunately the scribe 
missed both the start and end of the circle due to lack of beer issues and therefore cannot inform the reader about the 
fantastic down downs awarded. I presume there was the standard one for the hare, and the also standard one given to a 
harriet that had done something non hash related a few days before. Other down downs for unspeakable acts whilst on 
trail were also awarded. Please be assured that they were so unspeakable that they cannot even be written down…. On 
On.  
 



Runs for June 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk  	               Hare raiser Double Top
Run No. 1966: 05-Jun-2016
Pig and Falcon, New Street, St Neots, PE19 1AE
Hares Wimp & Calamity
 
Run No. 1967: 12-Jun-2016
St Georges Tower Business Park, Hatley St George , SG19 3SH
Hares Jetstream & Unmentionable
 Afterwards Chequers Ltl. Gransden SG19 3DW
Run No. 1968: 19-Jun-2016
Wilburton Beer festival, Wilburton, CB6 3RR
Hares Shamcock & Hold It For Me
 
Run No. 1969: 26-Jun-2016
St. Ives Park and Ride, St Ives, , PE27 4LG
Hares Taxidermist,Toed Bedsores,Slaphead,Goldfinger & Pugwash,Great Uncle Bob,Mad Monk
Septuagenarian Run (ie the old Farts)
 Please bring an over night bag, some money and your bus pass.
Please arrive by 10:40

Grand Master  -  Daffidildo
Grand Mattress  -  Doggystyle
Joint Master  -  Wimp & Hold It For Me
Joint Mattresses  -  Woody Hollow & Wai Wai
Religious Advisor  -  Fit but Dim
Verger  -  Kermit
Hare Raiser  -  Double Top
Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores
Web Master  -  El Rave

Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There
Assistant  -  Debonaire
Hash Stats  -  Pedro
Beer Master  -  Benghazi
Apprentice  -  Muthutucker
Assistants  -  Beerstop 
Song Master  -  B@stard
Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro
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